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We have examined the origin of superconductivity in layered centrosymmetric LaNiGa2 by

employing a linear response approach based on the density functional perturbation theory. Our

results indicate that this material is a conventional electron-phonon superconductor with

intermediate level of coupling strength, with the electron-phonon coupling parameter of 0.70, and

the superconducting critical temperature of 1.90 K in excellent accordance with experimental value

of 1.97 K. The largest contribution to the electron-phonon coupling comes from the La d and Ga p

electrons near the Fermi energy and the B3g phonon branch resulting from vibrations of these

atoms along the C-Z symmetry line in the Brillouin zone. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4862329]

Recently, superconductivity has been discovered in a

number of materials which include Ni atoms in their unit

cells.1–10 This discovery is a surprise, as due to the high Ni

content in these materials a ferromagnetic ground state

would have been expected rather than a superconducting

state. The centrosymmetric intermetallic superconductor

LaNiGa2 is one of these materials. This material is the first

nickel-based ternary-gallide superconductor. The first experi-

mental study on this material was made by Romaka and co-

workers,11 who measured the lattice parameters. Following

this experimental work, Aoki and coworkers1 measured the

electrical resistivity, thermoelectric power, Hall coefficient,

magnetic susceptibility, magnetization M, and specific heat

of polycrystalline samples. Moreover, they mentioned that

LaNiGa2 shows a bulk superconductivity with the transition

temperature of 2.0 K. Subsequently, superconductivity with

TC¼ 1.97 K in this Ni-based ternary compound was meas-

ured by dc susceptibility and heat-capacity techniques.4 Very

recently, using muon spin rotation and relaxation experi-

ments, Hillier and coworkers9 have concluded that this mate-

rial is characterised with weak spin-orbit coupling.

Although there is wealth of experimental works pre-

sented in recent years on structural and superconducting

properties of the layered centrosymmetric superconductor

LaNiGa2, less attention has been paid on the theoretical side.

The electronic structure is calculated by the full-potential

augmented plane-wave method.12 The electronic structure

and fermiology of this material have been detailed by

Singh.13 This theoretical work, based on the generalized gra-

dient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof

(PBE),14 showed that LaNiGa2 has a complex

three-dimensional Fermi surface, derived mainly from Ga p

states that hybridize with Ni d states. Comparing with exper-

imental specific heat data, Singh13 inferred a weakly coupled

superconducting state. However, the origin of the develop-

ment of superconductivity in this material remains elusive.

In this Letter, we present results of a systematic and

detailed first-principles study of the electronic, vibrational,

and superconducting properties of LaNiGa2. Having verified

the electronic structure results of Ref. 13, we identify the

dominant phonon modes and the high density electron states

that are involved in determining superconductivity in this

material.

LaNiGa2 possesses the base-centered orthorhombic (bco)

structure, with space group Cmmm (D2h). There are two for-

mula units in the unit cell,9,13 and the atoms fill the following

Wyckoff positions: La in the position 4j (0, yLa, 0), Ni in the

position 4i (0, yNi, 0), and Ga atoms in positions (4i) (0, yGa,

0), (2d) (0, 0, 0.5) and (2b) (0.5, 0, 0). The experimental lattice

parameters,11 a¼ 4.29 Å, b¼ 17.83 Å, and c¼ 4.273 Å are

used as input data in our calculations, while equilibrium inter-

nal coordinates (yLa, yNi, and yGa) are obtained by the total

energy minimization procedure. Our calculations employ den-

sity functional theory, within the generalized gradient approxi-

mation (GGA) as exercised in the Quantum-ESPRESSO

package.15 The electronic exchange-correlation energy is

treated in the scheme of PBE.14 Ultrasoft pseudopotentials16,17

are used for interactions between ions and electrons. A basis

set containing all plane waves up to the cut-off energy of 60

Ry has been chosen. The Brillouin zone is sampled using the

Monkhorst-Pack scheme with (24� 24� 24) k points for the

electronic properties and a (8� 8� 8) q mesh has been used

for phonon calculations. Dynamical matrices have been com-

puted on a (2� 2� 2) q-point mesh, and a Fourier interpola-

tion has been made to obtain phonon frequencies for any

chosen q point. Fermi-surface sampling for the evaluation of

the electron-phonon matrix elements was done using the

(24� 24� 24) k mesh with the Gaussian parameter width

r¼ 0.03 Ry. The technique for the calculation of the

electron-phonon coupling has been described clearly in our pre-

vious works.18,19

Our calculated internal coordinates yLa¼ 0.3589,

yNi¼ 0.0714, and yGa¼ 0.2087 are in good accordance with

the previous GGA values13 of 0.3591, 0.0719, and 0.2092,

respectively. An analysis of the electronic structure shows

that both electron and hole bands cross the Fermi level,

clearly indicating the metallic nature. The total and atom

projected electronic density of states (eDOS) are presented

in Fig. 1. The La 5s, Ga 4p, and Ni 3d states are strongly

hybridized in the region between �1 eV and the Fermi level.

The Fermi level is situated at the decreasing part of a small

peak at �0.3 eV. The orbital analysis of the DOS indicates
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that mainly La 5d, Ga 4p, and Ni 3d states are contributing

to the total values of DOS at the Fermi level (N(EF)). The

value of N(EF) is found to be 5.64 states/eV. The contribu-

tions of La, Ga, and Ni electronic states to N(EF) are as

much as 40.4%, 38.6%, and 21%, respectively. In particular,

the La 5d, Ga 4p, and Ni 3d states contribute 33%, 36%, and

20%, respectively. Thus, one can conclude that the electronic

properties of LaNiGa2 are greatly influenced by the La 5d,

Ga 4p, and Ni 3d electronic states.

The calculated phonon dispersion curves along the high

symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone and the phonon density

of states (pDOS F(x)) for LaNiGa2 are displayed in Fig. 2.

Factor group analysis at the zone-center generates 21 optical

modes: 9 Raman active modes of 3Agþ 3B3g þ 3B1g and 12

infrared active modes of 4B1u þ 4B2u þ 4B3u. The calcu-

lated zone-center frequencies and the dominant ions in con-

tribution to the eigenvectors of the vibrational modes are

listed in Table I. The calculated vibration at 1.97 THz with

B3u symmetry is characterized by the vibrations of all atoms

in the unit cell with the maximum contribution coming from

Ni atoms. The second optical vibration (B3g) at 2.17 THz is

polarized along the ẑ axis with a stationary Ni atom. All

atoms in the unit cell contribute to the intermediate B1u

vibration with the minimum contribution coming from La

atoms. The B1g mode at 2.50 THz is polarized along the x̂
axis with the vibrations of La and Ga atoms. Ni and Ga

atoms are static for the Ag phonon mode at 3.03 THz, while

La atoms vibrate against each other along the ŷ direction.

The B1u mode at 3.06 THz involves the motions of all atoms

in the unit cell along the [001] direction. The second B3u

phonon mode is totally generated by the lighter Ga and Ni

atoms with La atoms rest. The vibrations of Ga, Ni, and La

atoms create the phonon mode at 3.35 THz with B2u symme-

try. The B3g phonon mode at 3.55 THz includes atomic

vibrations from Ga and La atoms with maximum contribu-

tion coming from Ga atoms due to the lighter mass of Ga

atoms compared to the heavy mass of La atoms. We have

observed an infrared active phonon mode at 3.69 THz with

B1u symmetry which is created by the vibrations of all atoms

FIG. 1. Top panel: total electronic density of states. Middle and bottom pan-

els: local density of states, calculated by projecting wavefunctions onto

orthogonalised atomic wavefunctions in the subspace spanned by the atomic

basis.

FIG. 2. (a) Phonon dispersion curves, and (b) phonon density of states for

the layered centrosymmetric superconductor LaNiGa2.
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in the unit cell. Ga and La atoms vibrate for phonon mode at

3.84 THz with B3u, while Ni atoms are static. Only Ga atoms

make contributions to the B2u phonon mode at 4.09 THz,

while the B1g phonon mode with the frequency of 4.165 is

totally dominated by the vibration of Ni atoms with Ga and

La atoms rest. All atoms in the unit cell vibrate for the pho-

non mode at 4.33 THz with B2u symmetry but the maximum

contribution from Ga atoms. The opposing vibrations of Ni

atoms along the [001] direction generates the phonon mode

at 4.52 THz with B2g symmetry. The Raman active phonon

mode at 5.17 THz has Ag symmetry with the vibrations of

Ga and Ni atoms, while La atoms are static. Only Ga atoms

vibrate for the B1g phonon mode with the frequency of 6.00

THz. A mixture of vibrations of Ga and Ni atoms character-

ize the phonon modes above 6 THz, with La atoms at rest.

Table I also presents the calculated electron-phonon

coupling parameters of the zone-center phonon modes. All

phonon modes have very small electron-phonon coupling pa-

rameters expect the phonon mode at 3.03 THz with Ag sym-

metry. Eigenvectors representation of this phonon mode has

been pictured in Fig. 3. As can be seen from this figure, large

vibrational amplitudes along [010] cause big changes in the

overlap of d and p orbitals between neighbouring La and Ga

atoms and thus lead to the largest electron-phonon coupling

parameter with the value of 0.13 for this phonon mode at the

C point. From our electron-phonon interaction calculations,

we have observed that the electron-phonon coupling parame-

ters of zone boundary phonon modes are larger than those of

zone-center phonon modes. In order to show this clearly, we

have plotted the low-lying phonon branches and their

electron-phonon coupling parameters along the C-Z direction

in Fig. 4. The most notable feature of this figure is the

dispersion of B3g phonon branch along this symmetry direc-

tion. Away from the zone-center, this phonon branch crosses

the B3u phonon branch. Then, this phonon branch crosses the

longitudinal acoustic (LA) as well as the transverse acoustic

(TA) branches. Due to a pronounced anomaly in the disper-

sion of the B3g phonon branch, the electron-phonon coupling

parameter of this phonon branch increases rapidly with

increasing q wave vector. We have to mention that Ni atoms

are static for this phonon mode while La and Ga atoms

vibrate. At the zone boundary along [001] (the Z point), the

frequency and electron-phonon coupling parameter of this

phonon branch reach the values of 1.90 THz and 0.34,

respectively. We have plotted the atomic displacement for

this zone boundary phonon mode in Fig. 3. The vibrations of

La and Ga atoms for this mode promote overlap between the

La d and Ga p electronic orbitals.

In order to better understand the source of superconduc-

tivity in this material, we have plotted the Eliashberg function

a2F(x) and the electron-phonon coupling parameter k in

Fig. 5. The difference between the shapes of the a2F(x) and

F(x) indicates that all phonon modes make different contribu-

tions to the electron-phonon interaction. The electron-phonon

coupling parameter k represents the magnitude of correction

of several important physical properties due to the

electron-phonon many-body interaction, such as quasi particle

energy, electronic heat capacity, and effective mass. Figure 5

shows that phonon modes below 4 THz due to the vibrations

of La and Ga atoms contribute about 85% towards k. This is

acceptable, as the states near the Fermi energy are dominated

by La d and Ga p characters. The larger contribution from

low frequency phonons is due to the factor of 1
x in k which is

given by

FIG. 3. Eigenvectors representation of the Ag phonon mode at 3.030 THz

(left panel) and the B3g phonon mode at 1.900 THz (right panel) for

LaNiGa2.

TABLE I. Calculated phonon modes (in THz) and electron-phonon coupling

parameters at the zone-center for LaNiGa2. Factor group analysis at the

zone-center generates 21 optical modes: 9 Raman active modes of 3Ag þ
3B3g þ 3B1g and 12 infrared active modes of 4B1u þ 4B2u þ 4B3u. Mode ac-

tivity (R¼Raman, IR¼ Infrared).

Symmetry Mode activity Frequency Involved atoms k

B3u IR 1.967 Ni þ Ga þ La 0.019

B3g R 2.169 Ga þ La 0.036

B1u IR 2.245 Ga þ Ni þ La 0.017

B1g R 2.500 La þ Ga 0.046

Ag R 3.030 La 0.134

B1u IR 3.063 Ga þ La þ Ni 0.027

B3u IR 3.176 Ga þ Ni 0.008

B2u IR 3.345 Ga þ Ni þ La 0.021

B3g R 3.552 Ga þ La 0.031

B1u IR 3.686 Ga þ La þ Ni 0.004

B3u IR 3.836 Ga þ La 0.006

B2u IR 4.091 Ga 0.020

B1g R 4.165 Ni 0.054

B2u IR 4.325 Ga þ La þ Ni 0.001

B3g R 4.524 Ni 0.036

Ag R 5.173 Ga þ Ni 0.070

B1g R 5.996 Ga 0.026

B2u IR 6.322 Ga þ Ni 0.003

B3u IR 7.095 Ni þ Ga 0.001

B1u IR 7.172 Ni þ Ga 0.001

Ag R 7.312 Ni þ Ga 0.054
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k ¼ 2

ð
a2FðxÞ

x
dx: (1)

The average electron-phonon coupling parameter is found to

be k¼ 0.70 which shows that the electron-phonon interaction

in this material is medium. To obtain the superconductor

transition temperature (TC), we have used the Allen-Dynes

equation

TC ¼
xln

1:2
exp � 1:04ð1þ kÞ

k� l�ð1þ 0:62kÞ

� �
; (2)

which links the value of TC with the electron-phonon cou-

pling parameter k, the logarithmically averaged frequency

xln, and Coulomb repulsion l*. The values of xln and

Coulomb repulsion l*20 can be obtained as

xln ¼ exp 2k�1

ð1
0

dx
x

a2FðxÞlnx

� �
; (3)

l� ¼ 0:20NðEFÞ
1þ NðEFÞð Þ : (4)

From above equations, the values of xln and l* are calcu-

lated to be 111.52 K and 0.17, respectively. This estimated

value of l* lies in the acceptable range of 0.10 and 0.20.

Inserting the calculated values of k, xln, and l* into the

Allen-Dynes formula, the value of TC is found to be 1.90 K,

which is in excellent agreement with the experimental val-

ues1,4 of 2.01 and 1.97 K. Thus, we can conclude that the

conventional electron-phonon-coupling picture explains the

superconductivity of LaNiGa2.

The recent experimental work of Hiller and coworkes9

showed that the spin-orbit coupling interaction is weak in

LaNiGa2. The observation of weak spin-orbit interaction

suggests that dominant states at or near EF are mainly s-type,

thus contradicting the lSR measurements that might indicate

an unconventional triplet superconductor. This is verified

from the analysis of the band structure in this work as well

as in Ref. 13. There is further support for s-type supercon-

ductivity in this material as there is excellent agreement for

TC between experimentally reported value1 and our calcu-

lated value without considering spin-orbit coupling

interaction.

In conclusion, we have found that while the states near

the Fermi-level are dominated by La 5d, Ga 4p, and Ni 3d

electronic states, low frequency (below 4 THz) phonons are

contributed by La and Ga vibrations and high frequency(a-

bove 4 THz) phonons are contributed by Ni and Ga atoms.

The difference between the shapes of the a2F(x) and F(x)

functions indicates that electrons couple more strongly with

lower frequency phonons (below 4 THz). The large vibra-

tional amplitudes of La and Ga atoms promote overlap

between the d and p electron orbitals of these atoms and thus

give rise to a substantial contribution towards the

electron-phonon coupling parameter k. The average

electron-phonon coupling parameter k is found to be 0.70,

and the superconducting critical temperature is calculated to

be 1.90 K, in good agreement with the experimental value of

around 1.97 K.

The calculations were performed using the Intel

Nehalem (i7) cluster (ceres) at the University of Exeter.
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